
PRIVATE COMMISSIONS

  

If you would like to order a drawing of your own car (or any other   personalized cartoon car)
with specific details like: your license   plate, custom rims, spoilers or stickers, all you have to do
is send me some clear digital photographs 
or high   resolution scans. 

  

Also include separate close ups, with a description of   the specific details you would like me to
draw, and send everything  to: contact@duck-design.com  , and I  will send you a message,
with details about  payment .

  

 The price for "private commissions" is 160 US$ for one cartoon car and it is not possible to
order   additional people, faces or objects in the cartoon car drawing. 

  

For the base price of 160 US$, you get the original cartoon car drawing as a  HD JPEG file at 
300 dpi
resolution and 
10000 x 6000
pixels size.  That is approx.
34 x 20
Inches (
85 x 51
cm) and can be enlarged up to 
10
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feet (
300
cm)  or even more.

  

300 dpi resolution is suitable for any kind of printing technique or computer editing.  You will
receive it by e-mail, with no extra and no hidden costs.

160 US$ is the price for PRIVATE USE, with NO COPYRIGHTS for any commercial use or any
other type of distribution.

  

Prices for bikes, racing cars, off road buggies, trucks, trailers, tractors, diggers, and
other special vehicles are higher due to numerous details and their complexity.

  

UPFRONT PAYMENT is not REQUIRED !

  

Price for the  "semi-commercial" use, as a company logo, your own business   advertisement or
similar purposes, including limited copyright, is 250 $

  

Price for the "commercial" use, including copyrights for production and commercial distribution,
is 300  US$

  

READY MADE DESIGNS (all drawings published in the Cartoon cars gallery)

  

Prices for ready made cars, published in the CARTOON CARS gallery are 30% to 50% OF
F the new commissioned cars price including semi commercial or commercial
copyrights.
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FEES:

  

For the PAYPAL payments, we'll charge 6%  transaction fee.

  

  

THANK YOU. 

Duc K.
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